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Word of the Quarter—Moving forward with a new lens

Editing Team

T

he overarching theme for the
editorial calendar year of the PCC Scroll
is “Return to love: A review of the
basics—Love God, yourself, and your
neighbor.” In the last issues, we have
written about “Getting back to basics:
Love God,” “Getting back to basics:
Love yourself,” and “Getting back to
basics: Love your neighbor.” In this
issue, we conclude the overarching
theme with the subject “How do we
move forward with a new lens?”

this question in mind, we asked
ourselves “How does love change
our lens?”

How do we move forward with a
new lens when we interact with
God? When the editing team met,
we discussed the importance of
knowing God for ourselves. This
process may lead you to ask
questions. Asking questions or
questioning the way things are
done, especially around the status
quo, often leaves others
When the editing team met a year ago to uncomfortable. Give yourself
discuss the overarching theme for the
permission to ask questions
2020/2021 editorial calendar year, there anyway. It doesn’t mean that you
was so much
are turning away from
happening. We
Seeing God through your faith or that your
were in the midst
a new lens can help faith is shaken. It’s a sign
of a contentious
that you are seeking what
us put down the is important to God.
presidential
election,
traditions of men Culture muddies the
COVID-19 had
water, and some things
and pick up the
shut the world —
we have been taught or
heart of God.
as we knew it —
hold true to may not
down, and the U.S.
come from scripture.
was facing a much-needed reckoning
Scripture has been taken out of
about racism in the country. Fast
context, weaponized, politicized,
forward to summer 2021, and it doesn’t
and used to control people. If you
appear much progress has been made.
are unclear on something, ask God
We are facing contentious politics,
for wisdom. God can handle your
different COVID-19 variants, and the
questions. Seeing God through a
development of a more sophisticated
new lens can help us put down the
system of racism.
traditions of men and pick up the
heart of God.
However, it is our hope that — as we
have taken this journey together — we
How do we move forward with a
have all reset to the basics of our faith:
new lens when we interact with
love. How does a foundation of love
ourselves? We can do this by
change how we interact with God,
adjusting our mindsight and
ourselves, and our neighbor, specifically rebelling against unhealthy norms.
people who are different than us? With
Unfortunately, we live in a society

that glamorizes the “grind” and
working long hours for “success,” at
the expense of sleep, work/life
balance, and health. Yet we,
especially women, are also expected
to meet the needs of family and
friends. Self-care isn’t just a
buzzword, and it is not selfish. It is
important to prioritize yourself. It
actually places you in a better
position to support your
community. We can change our lens
around overworking and putting
everyone else first because an
empty cup can’t pour into others.
How do we move forward with a
new lens when we interact with our
neighbor? A major part of seeing
our neighbor through a new lens is
making space and building personal
relationships without any set
agenda. Media, politics, and society
have done a good job of portraying
“others” as the boogeyman, which
makes us cautious and — in some
cases — fearful. However, it’s in
our interactions that we get to know
who people are. When interacting,
learn about the life of your
neighbor, and you may find that you
have more in common than you
think.
As we move forward into the
summer and a new editorial
calendar year in the fall, we invite
you to lay aside beliefs and habits
that are no longer serving you and
to see God, yourself, and your
neighbor through a new lens.
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Editor's Corner—Seeing

things through a new lens

Sister LaTonja Brown
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(am supposed to) wear glasses. When
wearing them, they get a bit smudged here
and there, which distorts what I see. One
day, my glasses slipped off and landed in
water. After I got them out and dried them
off, I realized how dirty they actually were.
So, while I was “seeing,” it wasn’t through
clean lenses. Enter COVID-19. Eyeglass
wearers everywhere can attest to the fogging
that can occur while wearing a mask. As I
pondered the topic of seeing through a new
lens, I thought my experiences with my
glasses were good examples of how outside
forces can impact our vision.
To step back, when I was younger, I did not
need glasses. When they were first
prescribed, it was to see things far away.
Initially, the optometrist recommended I
wear them for driving at night or for seeing
PowerPoints, movies, etc. It was an
adjustment to form a habit around keeping
them near, just in case I needed them. Over
the course of time, my prescriptions have
changed slightly, with no major changes
until two years ago when the doctor
recommended that I get progressive lenses.
When I wore them, I felt disorientated and
had them replaced with lenses that only
addressed my nearsightedness. Within the
last six months, I noticed a change in my
vision, but I was able to adapt and find a
workaround until I got my eyes examined.

waiting for a replacement pair, is okay in a
crunch but not the best long-term solution.
This holds true to old behaviors and
relationships. We may turn to them in duress,
but they don’t quite fit anymore because time
and experience have matured us. We have
strong survival instincts. Regardless of the
environment, we develop habits to survive.
When we find ourselves in new environments,
unlearning old behaviors can take time. It’s
not that the behaviors are “bad.” It’s more that
life takes us to places where we are no longer
in survival mode, so the instinct is no longer
needed. If you find yourself reacting or acting
in old patterns, it may be time for a vision
check and a new prescription.

I was a few months late scheduling my eye
The novelist Anais Nin wrote, “We don’t see
exam. In the meantime, my glasses would
things as they are, we see them as we are.”
fall off when I looked down because they
Another way to say it is that we are masters of
needed to be tightened. It was annoying but
projection. That is another thing about our
a reminder of how easy it is to get used to
vision. Sometimes where we are on our
“little things,” even when there are practical
journey impacts everything we see. If you are
things we can do to
viewing life from a negative place,
fix them. For good
you see will be negative. If you
Sometimes where what
and bad, we are
don’t like what you are seeing, check
we are on our
very adaptable. We
your vision.
can learn to work
journey
impacts
around things, even
In the natural, doctors recommend
everything we see. getting your eyes examined annually
when there are
(sometimes) easy
or biannually, depending on how your
solutions to correct them.
vision has changed over time. In the spiritual
realm, it’s a good idea to have periodic exams
Over time, our vision changes. As that
as well, perhaps around a birthday or new
happens, we require new prescriptions.
year. During that time, let go of old behaviors
While I do keep an old pair on deck in case I that are no longer beneficial, and see life
break or lose the current pair, they don’t
through a newer, clearer lens.
quite meet my current needs. They are
remarkably close, but not quite right. Using
the previous pair for a workaround, while
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Testimony—Struggles into strength

Sister Amy Pemberton

W

e began Sister Amy’s
powerful testimony in the last issue
of the PCC Scroll. Here is the
conclusion.
My daughter hadn’t asked me for
help in many years, but three years
ago, she asked me to raise her
newborn daughter. I was eager to do
it and then my husband quickly
reminded me of how unfair it would
be to take this beautiful, 5-and a
half-pound baby girl into our home
when I’d “be dead in two years.”
The social worker suggested taking
her short term instead, until they
were able to find long-term
placement. My heart soared with
excitement! An opportunity to love
this baby and show my daughter
love at the same time! My husband
refused to have her in our home, so I
arranged to take her to my mom’s
and care for her there.
I showed up at the hospital, meeting
the baby’s protective nurse. He was
not going to give out information
readily, which I completely
understood. Somewhere in their
process, social services had not
called to inform me that a long-term
foster family had been found, and
they would be taking the baby home
that afternoon.

that bed slept an infant that resembled
my daughter, my son and my brother.
There I stood for more than four
hours, taking in every bit of her and
trying not to think that this might be
the last time I’d see her. I chose to
appreciate the gift of the moment I had
been given.

Over the course of those hours, I got
to know my granddaughter’s nurse,
Kurt. He would step into the hall to
talk with me or write out notes for me
to read through the window. Initially, I
hadn’t known what to think of him.
Within the first hour, he had my
admiration and respect.
When the foster mother and
grandmother came in, they never
asked for the shade to be lowered. I’d
have understood if they had wanted
privacy. Instead, I was allowed to see
this new mother give a bottle to a baby
she probably loved before she had
even met her. This was the day a new
family was born, and I was given the
privilege of having a glimpse of it.

While she fed my granddaughter, Kurt
came to visit me again. We made little
jokes to cut through the seriousness
hanging in the air. I told him how
happy I was that this new mom was
feeding the baby because I knew how
much I would have loved to. He
commented on how
I was able to see rare it is to see
collateral beauty someone completely
Without an armband, I
accept the
would not be allowed to everywhere while circumstances in front
hold my granddaughter,
standing in that of them. I assured him
but I asked if I might be
that I have had a great
hallway.
allowed to look at her
deal of practice in that
through a window or
area during my life. I told him I had
even stand on the other side of her
been given a priceless gift. I was able
wall, just to be near her. Her nurse
to see collateral beauty everywhere
had her at a window within minutes.
while standing in that hallway.
I didn’t have to read her name to
know she was my granddaughter. In

I thanked Kurt for allowing me the
time he had and asked him to thank

the foster family for me. I told him
to assure them I’d stay put when
they left, waiting for a signal from
him before walking to the elevator.
As Kurt cut the identification
bracelet from my granddaughter, he
held it up to the window and asked
me if I’d like to have it. I nodded
yes. Certain I hadn’t been able to
take a good picture of the baby
through the glass, Kurt held her up
to the window before he placed her
in her car seat for her new mother. I
thought it would be the last time I’d
see my grandbaby.
My heart refused to dive into
despair. I focused on the miracles
that surrounded those hours I spent
looking through the window. My
heart swelled at thoughts of the joy
the new little family must be feeling.
I was so happy for all of them.
When Kurt poked his head through
the door into the hallway, I thought
he was going to issue the all-clear
sign. His words astounded me. The
mom and grandmother wanted to
meet me.

Continued on next page.
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Testimony—Struggles into strength

Sister Amy Pemberton

K

urt took a seat in the waiting area,
beaming the entire time as he witnessed
our first words, joining two families
together. We introduced ourselves,
smiling and laughing out of pure joy
that each of us felt for our own reasons.
We ended up taking the elevators
downstairs together, but not before I
wrapped my arms around Kurt’s neck,
pulling him close as I whispered,
“Thank you,” in his ear. The elevator
doors were closing and there he stood
in a military manner, with an enormous didn’t speak. Due to the trauma she’d
smile on his face.
experienced, she suffered from
selective mutism. She would be paired
with a foster mother who would shower
Waiting with the new grandma while
the van was retrieved, she confided that my granddaughter with security and
love. Amy began attending church and
her daughter had miscarried so many
babies that the possibility of her giving now sings the words to every song on
birth was no longer an option. I looked the local Christian radio station.
down at my sleeping granddaughter and
knew that I was looking at the answer
On the day before Amy was adopted by
to many prayers.
her foster mom, I bought her a locket to
remember me by. Though her foster
family promised to continue allowing
We are capable of being so incredibly
beautiful to each other even during the our visits, I had been promised those
things before and the promises weren’t
most heartbreaking of circumstances.
kept once things were legalized, so I
had little hope for a future with my
My oldest granddaughter was left with granddaughter.
her father when my daughter dove back
into a life of drugs and homelessness. I
My heart was breaking after purchasing
was not granted access to see my
granddaughter. Later I would find out it the locket, but I busied myself with
was because her father thought I might grocery shopping. And then I saw him.
An older gentleman on a motorized
try to keep her. As I was putting
cart, wearing a ball cap
Christmas decorations
“EX-POW” across
away one year, I
He had no idea that with
the
front.
I loved him
received a call from
I
was
full
of
broken
immediately.
He locked
social services
eyes with mine and
pieces, but God
explaining that Amy
his way to me.
had been taken from
knew, and I believe made
Jokes
flew from him at a
her father and was in
He
sent
Leonard
in
rapid
pace.
I would later
foster care. I filled out
learn
that
Leonard
often
to
hug
me
with
the necessary
dressed
as
a
clown
background check
Leonard’s humor. entertained at the and
paperwork and had an
children’s hospital. He
inspection of my home
had
me
smiling
and laughing from the
before I was allowed to spend time with
moment
he
spoke.
He had no idea that I
my granddaughter. When the blessed
was
full
of
broken
pieces,
but God
reunion took place, my granddaughter
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Testimony—Struggles into strength

Sister Amy Pemberton
knew, and I believe He sent Leonard
in to hug me with Leonard’s humor.
I was the first person to the courthouse
on the day of Amy’s adoption. I
promised myself I’d hold the tears
back. My granddaughter had been
through so much sadness. I wanted her
to only recall joy from the day. My
reality was that my daughter had told
me countless times that getting Amy
back was her motivation for getting
clean. I felt as though I was losing
both my granddaughter and daughter
that day.
The foster grandfather made a beeline
to me when he entered the courthouse.
He said, “You must feel like you’re
losing your granddaughter.” I replied,
“Yes! I do!” He looked at me with
softened eyes and said, “You’re not
losing a granddaughter today. You’re
gaining our whole family.” All I could
do was hug him. Words were stuck
behind the lump in my throat.
I believe people underestimate the
power of a smile, a kind word, a door
held open...I will tell you it was the
kindness I received from others that
allowed me to come up for air before
being pulled back under into my life
again. That kindness was offered
through people, but it came from God.

I was trapped in a marriage I saw no
way out of. Nothing I did was good
enough. That had been the way I felt
my whole life. I wasn’t enough to help
my dad stop drinking. I wasn’t enough
to keep my daughter from running
away. I wasn’t enough to keep my
husband happy. And then, on a day in
late May of 2019, my eyes opened. I
realized that every difficult thing I had
faced over the 25-year span of my
marriage I had gone through alone,
and with my husband making every
attempt to knock me down as I got

myself to my feet. Not only was I
unable to work for God the way I
believed I should, but I had spent so
much energy trying to recuperate from
the daily damage my husband was
doing to me that I finally understood
God wouldn’t be disappointed in me
because I was going to walk away
from my marriage.
I suddenly felt strong and capable, and
I know God sent those feelings to me.
He fueled me with courage to face
what would come. The lies from my
husband added confusion to the
process, but I continued. He emptied
our bank account, tried to shut off my
utilities and fraudulently claimed me
on his taxes. Throughout all of his
games and sabotage, I continued
because God was holding me. The
divorce has been final for over a year,
and I’m still dealing with some of the
fallout. But in every situation, God has
sent in people to help. They patiently
remain on the line as we untangle
what has been done. They have all
gone above and beyond their jobs to
help me. I’ve even ended up with new
friendships.

I was trapped
in a marriage
I saw no way
out of.

Most of the
divorce dust
settled when
I was given
the advice to
take time for
healing and growth. That’s the
opposite of the way I was raised.
Focusing on myself had been looked

on as selfish. I didn’t know how to
begin and then COVID-19 struck.
Keeping myself busy at the pace I
was accustomed to was no longer
possible, so I found myself still, at
last. And I found myself listening.
After an event triggered me last
summer, I was forced to face
something I had gone through as a
teenager but had quickly shut the
door on. I finally asked myself why I
hadn’t thought I was valuable enough
to report what had been done to me?
The truth was, I had been taught from
a young age that alcohol was my
second sibling, and it was more
important than me. I had allowed the
humans in my life—in all their
humanness—to define my value. And
then I took that definition, and I
applied it to my life. No more. I am a
child of God, and His definition of
me is now the only one I apply to my
life.

Prayer Requests:
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥

Pastor and Minister Jo Ann
Sister Ursula and family
National and local leaders
Military and their families and veterans
Youth, families, singles and marriages
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blindness to sight

Minister Demetrius Robinson

A

s a child, I wondered how blind
people got around. Therefore, I
would close my eyes or blindfold
myself and wander around the house
bumping into furniture or into my
brothers or sisters. Not having my
sight for a moment seemed doable,
but not having sight, even shortly,
caused uncertainty in how I was able
to move. I was familiar with my
surroundings, but not always sure of
the next step to take.
When we are not close to God,
uncertainty ensues, just like
blindness. When we do not feel as
close to God as we once did, it is
because we are focusing on other
things. We can feel a spiritual
blindness or dullness. Sin blinds us
to the truth of who God is. It blinds
us to the knowledge of who God
created us to be. It blinds us to all
that is good from God.

cloak aside, he jumped up and
came to Jesus. 51 And Jesus
said, “What do you want Me to
do for you?” The blind man said
to Him, “Rabboni (my Master),
let me regain my sight.” 52 Jesus
said to him, “Go; your faith [and
confident trust in My power] has
made you well.” Immediately he
regained his sight and began
following Jesus on the road.”
After reading this passage many
times in my lifetime, God
revealed something new. In
verse 51, Bartimaeus asked to
regain his sight. Because he had
sight before, he knew what he
was missing. Are you in a place
of blindness? Are you in a place
that you do not know? Are you
in a place that you do not
recognize? Are you calling out to
God, and He has not responded?
Do you desire a closer walk with
the Lord? Call out to Him. It is
not too late for restoration. It is
not too late to be near to Him. It
is not too late to renew your
relationship with the Almighty.
He knew you before the
foundation of the world. He
knew you before time began.
You can reconnect. You can see
again.

In Mark 10:46-52 (AMP) it reads on
this wise, “46 Then they came to
Jericho. And as He was leaving
Jericho with His disciples and a
large crowd, a blind beggar,
Bartimaeus, the son of Timaeus, was
sitting beside the road [as was his
custom]. 47 When Bartimaeus heard
that it was Jesus of Nazareth, he
began to shout and say, “Jesus, [a]
Son of David (Messiah), have mercy Bartimaeus received his sight
on me!” 48 Many sternly
because of his
What will you trust trust in God’s
rebuked him, telling him
to keep still and be quiet; God for: healing of power to heal
but he kept on shouting
him. What will
your body, your
out all the more, “Son of mind, or your soul? you trust God
David (Messiah), have
for: healing of
mercy on me!” 49 Jesus
your body,
stopped and said, “Call him.” So
your mind, or your soul? We
they called the blind man, telling
serve the everlasting Father, the
him, “Take courage, get up! He is
Prince of Peace. Do not limit
God. Ask and it will be given to
calling for you.” 50 Throwing his

you. Seek and you will find.
Knock and the door will be
opened unto you.
In Proverbs 3:7, the writer urges
us to, “Be not wise in thine own
eyes, fear the Lord and turn
away from evil.” When we are
wise in our own eyes, we are
blind to hear the will of God and
to walk in His ways. See through
His word and pray. Our God is
calling! Take courage and regain
your sight. Your faith and
confident in His power will
make you whole!
PCC Women’s Retreat
Reflect, Release, & Reach…
When you need a moment,
there’s nothing like retreating
with those you love and
respect. We spent the day
with a marvelous host,
enjoying excellent food and
wonderful fellowship!
A big thank you to Sister
Amy and Sister Debbie for
the amazing hospitality.

Couple’s Corner
Dare to ask!
Do you have any questions
about relationships you want
to ask Pastor and First Lady?
Submit your questions to
latonjab@hotmail.com, and
it will be answered in an
upcoming issue.
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Women of the Bible—Sarah
Sister La'Shandra Perkins
Name: Sarai; Sarah
Meaning: Striving/Quarrelsome;
Noble woman/Queen
Her Character: Sarah was faithful
and loyal to her husband, Abraham.
Her Sorrow: She was barren and
doubted her ability to conceive a
child.
Her Triumph: She gave birth to the
promised son.
Key Scriptures: Genesis 17:16-21,
18:9-15, 21:1-7

did not understand that she was
bitter because she went outside
of God’s plan. Sarah knew God
but lacked the faith she would
ever conceive.

In Genesis 17:16-17, Abraham
was told that Sarah would have a
child and be the mother of
nations. Abraham laughed
because he looked at things with
a worldly lens. His wife was
almost 90, and he was 100. In
arah’s story is one that we find Genesis 18:10-15, when Sarah
heard the Lord speak that she
strength and courage
throughout. Her story shows us would bear a child, she laughed.
It was a doubtful laugh; one that
how a little faith can be turned into
was done out of disbelief. She
major faith. Sarah is one of a few
was shocked that God could use
women in the Bible to have her
her after society said she was
name changed, and she is the only
well past childbearing age.
woman to have her age recorded at
her death. Sarah, like so many
I wonder what went through
women throughout time, wanted a
Sarah’s mind when she became
child but struggled to conceive.
pregnant. Did she fall on her face
and worship God? Her faith had
Sarah, a woman of high standing,
to have increased because no
must have felt shame and despair
doctor, man, or tonic could have
because she could not give her
performed the miracle. After so
husband an heir. She settled and
many years of being barren,
thought the only way she could
wanting a child, and crying out
continue her husband’s family line
to God for a child, Sarah was
was to give him her maidservant,
finally pregnant. She knew her
Hagar. Sarah, not fully knowing or
son would be great and was
understanding God’s plan, took
handpicked by God. What
matters into her own hands. She
pressure she must have felt. She
gave Hagar to Abraham, not
knew that she would be the
knowing that God was
mother of the
working on her behalf.
Her faith had to
nation that God
have
increased
was
Sarah was looking at
things through a worldly because no doctor, establishing
lens and perspective. She man, or tonic could His covenant
looked at her age and not have performed the with and that
the promises
who God is. When Hagar
miracle.
God spoke
became pregnant, Sarah
would be
became bitter, and the
carried
through
her
child. Sarah
bitterness weighed her down. She
had to muster extra strength and

S

courage to carry the promise
through. She had to increase her
faith and be in the correct
position before she could be the
mother she needed to be for
Isaac.
Sarah’s story shows us God’s
miraculous power. No matter
how impossible God’s promises
may look to the natural eye, trust
His plan and process, and watch
it become a reality in your life.
Sarah looked at her age and
forgot about the blessings and
miracles she had witnessed and
got in her own way. Even though
Sarah had to wait decades for
God’s word to be fulfilled, it was
fulfilled. As Isaiah 55:11 says,
God’s word will not come back
void.
No matter where you are in life,
know that God has a master plan
for your life, just like He did for
Sarah. At times, we get in our
own way because, to us, God is
taking too long. God waits until
we’re truly ready and in position
to receive His great blessings.
Whatever you’re waiting on or
asking God for, know that God
hasn’t forgotten His word to you,
and it shall not come back void.
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journey from Saul

Sister Cassandra Broomfield
Name: Saul (Jewish); Paul
(Christian)
Meaning: Saul: Asked for, prayed
for; Paul: Small, little
His Character: As Saul, he was a
Roman Jew, who was highly
educated in Greek culture. As
Paul, he submitted to the authority
of God.
His Sorrow: Persecuting
Christians
His Triumph: Philippians 1:21,
“For to me to live is Christ, and to
die is gain.”
Key Scriptures: Philippians 1:2124; Acts 4:18-20, 8, 9; 2
Corinthians 2:14; Galatians 1

not one, but three persons: the
Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit. They taught that these three
were also one. The new sect of
believers (Christians) taught that
Jesus, the one who was crucified,
was divine and the one, true, and
only begotten son of God. They
went on to say, as Jesus said, that
the only way to the Father was
through Him.

persecuting,” Acts 9:5 (NIV).
Then Jesus instructed Saul to get
up and continue to Damascus
where he would be instructed as
to what to do next. And Saul did
it!

Once in the city, Jesus had to
work on one of His follower’s
fears and encouraged Ananias to
heal Saul. Saul was healed and
converted. Saul left and went
This talk enraged Saul, the
into the Arabian Desert for three
members of the Sanhedrin council, years after preaching Jesus with
and the council of Pharisees. Saul such vigor and authority that the
was so angered by this that he
same Jews, who he once loved
went before the high priest and
and admired, were now trying to
asked if he could chase these
kill him.
followers
even
outside
of
s a young man, Saul was
Jerusalem and bring them back to When he finally emerged as
deeply knowledgeable in
stand trial. He was permitted to go. Paul, he was on fire and ready to
Hebrew and Greek laws.
preach the gospel. Paul had used
He had studied extensively under
Many
of
the
followers
of
Christ
all of his teachings and
Gamaliel. Gamaliel was a Pharisee
had
left
after
the
stoning
of
disciplines to unfold the truth of
doctor of the law. He was
Stephen.
Saul
wanted
to
pursue
Jesus. He had to become blind to
recognized, honored, and respected
them
because
he
knew
that
they
all that he ever knew in order to
as a teacher of the laws pertaining
were
taking
their
beliefs
with
see the truth. Once he literally
to Judaism.
them, and he wanted to stop them. saw the light and was healed by
Traveling toward Damascus, Saul the same men he endeavored to
Saul had a deep zeal for God and
and his traveling party were in
kill, Paul’s new lens was so
believed that the way in which the
much clearer. He saw that what
Jews worshipped God was correct, pursuit of these followers when,
suddenly,
a
mysteriously
bright
he sought to destroy was actually
anything else was heresy. Saul was
light
appeared
that
instantly
what he needed to be restored.
intolerant of any other form of
blinded
Saul,
religion. He revered the
traditional values of his He had to become causing him to
blind to all that he fall from his
religion. Saul was so
Empowered by God to
devoted to his beliefs to ever knew in order horse.
Empower Others
the point that if any
to see the truth.
As
if
that
wasn’t
other Jew preached
frightening
anything contrary to the
enough, Saul
traditional beliefs, they were to be
heard a voice, which called him by
arrested, tried, and punished, even
his name, asking him why was he
if that meant execution.
persecuting Him? Saul inquired as
There was a new group of believers to who this voice was and was
astounded to hear the voice say, “I
growing after the crucifixion of
Christ. They believed that God was am Jesus, whom you are

A
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Your Money Matters—Seeing money through a new lens
Sister LaTonja Brown

I

n this issue, we are writing from
the theme “How do we move
forward with a new lens.” Our
relationship with money can be
complex. For many of us, seeing our
money through a different lens
could be an important step in having
a healthier relationship with it.

credit card. I was sticker shocked
when I returned home to the bill.
Since then — by a self-imposed
rule — if I want to travel, I must
save for the trip. My budget for
the trip is based on how much I
saved toward it. I am a budget
traveler. All I need is a clean
room with a comfortable bed,
When I was coming up, we were on dependable Wi-Fi, and a shower
the poorer side. We had the basics,
with good water pressure. I put
but there were a lot of things I didn’t major things like airfare on my
have that my friends from
credit card, and pay it once the
(financially) middle class families
charge hits my account. I use cash
had. Growing up, I watched my aunt for the remainder of the trip,
s t r e t c h everything and many of
which helps control my spending.
those behaviors are instilled in me to
this day.
I also keep money aside for
big-ticket items like appliances
In general, I have reached the
and tires. For example, since I
conclusion that some of the habits I know my water heater will need
formed to “survive” are no longer
to be replaced soon, I have
serving me. In some ways, they are already set money aside for it.
hindering me. When it comes to
money, I come from a viewpoint of Emergency Fund
Back in the day, the
lack, and having a scarcity mindset
recommended amount was three
is a narrative I need to unlearn.
to six months. After the housing
However, this mindset did help me
market crash of 2008, the
form some good habits around
recommended amount increased
finances that I will keep.
to six to twelve months. It’s
something that takes a while but
Budgeting
can slowly be built over time.
Budgeting is an important step in
Sudden windfalls like stimulus
knowing where your money is
checks and income tax refunds
going. I am extremely disciplined
are good starting points.
when it comes to maintaining a
monthly budget. I
faithfully track what is
When it comes to The housing
crash of
coming in and what is
money, I come from market
2008 “scared
going out.
a viewpoint of lack, me straight.”
and having a
Saving
One of my bus
It’s so important to set
scarcity mindset is buddies was
money aside for wants
a narrative I need to unemployed for
like travel. When I first
almost two
unlearn.
started traveling, I
years. Granted
allowed myself to use my
some of that

time was by choice, but it did
open my eyes to the need of
having some money set aside,
“just in case.” This is the account
I act like I don’t have and can
only be used in an emergency.
Retirement Fund
Being able to enjoy retirement
involves setting aside money
now. Some jobs have 401s, 457s,
or IRAs you can put money in.
One thing for certain is social
security is not enough for most
people. When planning,
remember possible health-related
expenses.
Seek Expertise
It’s important to know when to
seek external help. I have a
financial planner who helps me
with long-term financial
planning. I do well with black
and white/incomings and
outgoings. Planning for an
unknown financial future has
nuances I need help navigating.
The Bottom Line
Like most things, money
management is all about balance.
There is a huge grey area
between spending every dollar
you make and hoarding every
penny you earn. It’s up to each
of us to find our own balance.
As I shift my lens from scarcity
to abundance, I will be able to
keep the good financial habits I
have learned as well as practice
what I preach in terms of
enjoying the fruit of my labor.
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Fit for the Kingdom—Having the mind of Christ Jesus
Minister Titus Robinson

“
2:5.

Let this mind be in you, which was
also in Christ Jesus,” Philippians

Our mind is the battleground for
positive or negative thoughts, and it
can become off balance by our
thoughts alone.

We are bombarded with a constant
onslaught of external stimulus from
social media, news, gossip, etc. on a
daily basis. We are told how we’re
supposed to look, think, feel, and be.
What we see and hear can be
overwhelming and sometimes just
negative.
I chose the scripture in Philippians
because it tells us to center our
thoughts like Christ Jesus! Our mental
health can and should be centered on
what Jesus wants for us. If we have
“this” mind in us, we should be able to
create a healthy environment — not
just for our minds but also for our
bodies.

cardiovascular disease, and arthritis.
In addition, schizophrenia has been
linked to a higher risk of heart and
respiratory diseases. Further, the
mortality rate from cancer and heart
disease is higher among people
suffering with depression or other
mental health conditions. Our sleep
is also impacted by the state of our
mental health, so it may be a good
idea to stretch and journal before you
go to sleep to relax your body and
mind.
A good way to improve our mental
health is to control what we see and
hear by limiting social media. There
are alternatives to it. Instead of
comparing yourself to what’s on
Facebook, take interest in different
books like the Bible, an educational
book, or a book you want to read for
leisure.

If you enjoy browsing social media
or the web during downtime, look at
things like cooking videos,
educational videos, or TED Talks.
Going for a nice walk is always a
great way to clear your mind and get
exercise too! Summertime, with its
abundance of light, offers the ability
to stroll in the early morning and/or
evening.

Our mental health and physical health
are closely related. Good mental health
has a positive effect on our physical
health, and poor mental health has a
negative effect on our physical health.
We know eating healthy and exercising
can combat feelings of stress,
Walking is a weight-bearing exercise
depression, and anxiety, but we may be and has many benefits. Try to get at
too overwhelmed and/or lack the
least 30 minutes of walking four to
energy to implement that knowledge. It five days a week, and remember you
can become a vicious
can do it in small
Christ wants us to chunks. Walking
cycle.
have His mind and a poses little health
A study found that
risks, but it’s
mind clean and
positive mental
to check
clear of things that important
wellbeing can reduce
with your doctor
weigh us down.
the risk of heart attacks
when you begin any
and strokes. On the flip
new exercise
side, poor mental
program, especially if
health leads to poor physical health and you have any chronic conditions.
sometimes harmful behaviors.
Walking improves lung and heart
Depression has been linked to chronic
fitness; reduces the risk of heart
illnesses like diabetes, asthma, cancer, disease and stroke; improves
management of high blood pressure,

diabetes, and cholesterol; improves
balance and makes bones stronger;
increases muscle strength and
endurance; and reduces body fat.
In fact, this summer we are having a
PCC Walk Challenge! The
challenge started June 21 and runs
until September 20. In the
challenge, you walk the equivalent
miles between various cities. There
are three challenges to choose from,
depending on your fitness level.
Contact me or Sister LaTonja if you
would like to sign up.

From
To Distance Miles/Day
Seattle Portland ~180
2.0
Seattle Whistler ~217
2.4
Portland Whistler ~391
4.3
Be sure to stretch before and after
each walk and watch where you are
stepping! Again, check with your
doctor before starting any exercise
program.
Remember your mind is a
battleground. Christ wants us to
have His mind and a mind clean and
clear of things that weigh us down.
Until the next time, be blessed.
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In Remembrance

Happenings and Events

Trustee Carl Lovely (Dad Lovely)
was originally from Hammond,
Indiana, and he and Mother Ursula
have called the Seattle area home for
many years.
Dad Lovely was a caring and loving
husband and father, and he was an
inquisitive person who cared about
others.
Dad Lovely was a dedicated member
of PCC for over 15 years, and he was
on the Board of Officers. He loved
taking care of the church externally (lawn maintenance) and
internally (painting and other projects). He also served as the chair
of our annual block party for many years.

Bible Study—Wednesdays at 7:00
p.m. preceded by prayer at 6:30 p.m.
Family Prayer—Saturdays at 9:00
a.m.
Remember our ongoing food drive!

Dad loved following and talking about politics, and he was aware
of what was happening in the community and the world. When he
was the “PCC Cover Person,” he shared that he was very active in
organizing the first Black National Political Convention in the city
of Gary, Indiana, in 1972. He thought it was important for us to be
aware of what was happening in politics, which is evident in his
writing for the PCC Scroll.
One of his favorite scriptures was James 1:5, which refers to
wisdom. It reads, “If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God,
that giveth to all men liberally, and upbraideth not; and it shall be
given him.”
We will celebrate his life and legacy on July 31 from 11:00 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. at the church.

We would like to
extend a warm
welcome to the latest
new member(s):
•

Sister Dejanna
Rhodes and family

Please keep Mom Lovely and the Lovely family in your prayers.

PCC Scroll Editorial Policies
• Members of PCC are encouraged to submit Testimonies, Book Reviews, Creative Expressions and Healthy Recipes.
• Please limit your submissions to original work.
• Please submit your material electronically. The preferred format is a Word document.
• Please limit your word count to 600 words or less.
• All submissions will be edited by the PCC Scroll Editing Team.
If you would like to receive an electronic version of the newsletter, please send your request to latonjab@hotmail.com.

